The teaching of management in the colleges of business has followed a fairly set pattern: some type of introductory “Principles of Management” or “Introduction to Management” course, followed by some intermediate “Organizational Theory,” “Organizational Behavior” course, a few elective management courses, and at least a portion of the capstone “Business Policy” course devoted to the aspect of management. POOF: “You’re A Manager.” Yet, upon meeting a graduate of business or management school, one is unimpressed with her/his ability to perform as one would expect a manager. True, they can recite the five functions of a manager. They know all about Father Fred Taylor and immediately after “Now I Lay Me Down To Sleep . . .” they can recite Henry Fayol’s principles. Furthermore, with an 85% accuracy they can tell whether a given statement is true or false, and with an 80% rate they can pick the correct multiple guess answer. They can even regurgitate textual and lecture material for an hour, sometimes even two hours. In fact, there’s only me thing they can’t do. They can’t manage. They can’t give positive reinforcement, coach, lead, handle conflicts, discipline, delegate, accept responsibility, motivate, take initiative, communicate, listen, interview, plan, set goals, appraise performance or solve problems. In short, they can’t manage. Why? They’ve not been taught to manage, they’ve been taught how to recognize and define management. Whetton and Cameron state that “up to now, students have been taught more about management than how to manage.” (Whetton 1983, p. 15). The literature is replete with studies showing no correlation between college grades and managers’ salaries. (Pfeffer, 1977; Weinstein and Srinivasan, 1974; Williams and Harrell, 1964) So, what is needed to rectify this situation? Students need to learn the “skill” of managing.

Numerous articles have been written on the art versus skill topic of management (Green, Knippen and Vincelette, 1985). It is widely accepted that management is in fact a skill, but how does one learn such a skill?

The colleges of business have maintained that if a person reads a few books on management, listens to a number of lectures on management, writes a few term papers, takes some tests, then POOF, “They Are A Manager.” The colleges of business across the country for years have been blind to a system that has worked very well in other colleges.

Our sisters and brothers in education say, “That’s fine to read, listen to lectures, write papers, and take tests, but it’s only the first step. After the formal learning one needs to practice and be critiqued for me semester under the guidance of a qualified and certified teacher in a program of practice teaching. Only then can they truly obtain the teaching skill, be certified as a teacher, and begin their teaching career among the youth of our nation and the adults of tomorrow.

Likewise, our sisters and brothers in the College of Medicine give “the doctor-to-be” formal classroom education followed by a residency program in a hospital where they are supervised by practicing doctors and coached in the skills of medicine on actual patients. Those of us fortunate enough to live near a college of medicine (where the latest cures and technologies are discovered) often lose sight of the “guinea pig” role we sometimes play in the name of advanced medicine.

If the colleges of education can practice on the adults of tomorrow and our future doctors can experiment on citizens in the community, shouldn’t future managers have the same opportunity? Most certainly.

One need only to look to the coaches of many fine athletic teams for a functional model. Coaches at all levels (high school, college, professional) begin with the basics. Football coaches start with the stance, blocking, and tackling. These basic skills are “taught” in the traditional lecture style. After “teaching” the players how to successfully perform, they “demonstrate” each skill by showing how the skill is done either by themselves or another player, or showing a film demonstrating the skill being performed successfully. After the teaching and demonstrating steps, the players “hit the field.” For hours they practice, receive feedback, practice, receive feedback, practice. . . . “until they reach the final step of . . . receiving positive reinforcement.” After the basic skills (stance, blocking, and tackling) come the intermediate skills (ball handling, running, passing, pursuit, defending, zone, and man-to-man coverage) and finally the integrative skills: (offense, defense, and team work). Herein lies a basic model which could be well applied to teaching management skills: teaching, demonstrating, practice, and feedback.

How can this model be applied to teaching management? An application of a model to management skills may be utilized. In the teaching segment, the instructor spends 30 minutes teaching students the content part of a particular skill. This is the typical lecture style of instruction. Content is always divided into four parts: What is the skill?, Why do managers need to know how to use the skill?, When should the skill be used?, and How, specifically, should the skill be used? The “How To” part has a detailed set of steps to be followed when using the skill. In addition, each of these steps can be clearly seen and identified a videotape.

Following the presentation on content, students view videotapes of the skill being used correctly and effectively in a number of business situations. The steps under the “How To” part of the teaching segment form the outline or construct of the videotape script. The instructor leads a short discussion after each tape to make sure the students understand the steps from the “how to” portion of the teaching segment, know the reasons for the steps, and are confident that they can apply these steps to their own life.

The first hour of the teaching and demonstration segments use the teaching and presentation style found in most traditional lecture classes. It is the next three hours of practicing and feedback that make the knowledge relevant and usable to the student. Each student must practice the skill for effective learning to take place. Groups should be no larger than 15 students per instructor/video setup. To help transfer the newly learned skill to the students own world, each student chooses an actual situation from his or her own work or personal environment. This is truly “skills development, based on learning from
perform the skill successfully. They viewed themselves as not be any doubt in the students' minds that they can reinforce, as opposed to merely receiving constructive feedback, having received positive leaves the classroom a "success," having received written assessor that they were successful, and they received written told by other members of the class and the instructor/assessor demonstrating the skill of videotape, they were successfully these members of the training session to become capable of critiquing the skills being demonstrated by the other participants. As students' evaluation skills improve, they become more conscious of what behaviors should be demonstrated and closer to internalizing the skill for their own use. The fewer comments the instructor/assessor has to make, the greater the probability that the students understand the particular skill.

When a student does a good job of demonstrating the skills, s/he receives positive reinforcement for portions of the skill that were performed well. If the student performed well overall, the next student is videotaped. In cases where the instructor/assessor feels that the trainee did not perform satisfactorily, constructive feedback is given, and when the student indicates that s/he has an understanding of the improvement needed, s/he is invited to retape the skill. Again, written and oral feedback is provided. Students having difficulty with a skill practice it until they have the proficiency to perform the skill correctly. Every student receives a passing grade each session as they practice each skill until they can perform it satisfactorily. Each practice is graded and the grades for multiple practice sessions are averaged.

Each student every week (every skill) receives a grade. The compilation of each week’s skill amounts to 50% of the course grade. The remaining 50% consists of midterm, final and term paper. The midterm and final can consist of the usual true/false, multiple guess questions, or essay questions. An additional type of question frequently used is that of completing a scenario (a scene of something happening). The student reads the scenario and decides which skill they have learned would help improve the situation. The student merely continues writing the scenario using the chosen skill. The student has merely continued writing a script which has in it the use of the skill. The instructor grades on the applicability and the correct use of the skill. The scenario can be presented in written form or it can be a video scene where a student with a written continuation finishes the viewed script using a learned skill.

After all the students are successfully videotaped, the feedback sheets are distributed. This prevents students from reading their feedback sheets when they are supposed to be critiquing the next student. At the end of class there should not be any doubt in the students’ minds that they can perform the skill successfully. They viewed themselves successfully demonstrating the skill of videotape, they were told by other members of the class and the instructor/assessor that they were successful, and they received written feedback sheets (see Figure 1) from every student and the instructor/assessor documenting their success. Every student leaves the classroom a "success," having received positive reinforcement, as opposed to merely receiving constructive feedback and leaving thinking they know where they “goofed up.”

Sometimes the first few students who practice their newly acquired skill do not perform well. With each subsequent taping, review, and critique, students perform the skill better and better. Each student attempts to repeat behaviors for which previous students received positive reinforcement and to improve in the areas where constructive feedback was given, thereby improving the total effort of their practice session. As the students assume more of the critiquing role, and as each successive taping improves, modeling and cognitive learning take place. The instructor/assessor should rotate who practices first, second, third, etc. to assume that each student practices early and late in subsequent sessions.

This course has been taught at the University of South Florida since 1981. It is increasing in popularity and demand. There is talk of making it a required course for all management majors, and perhaps all college of Business majors.

The management skills can be taught as a free standing course or it can be taught with Principles of Management and/or Organizational Behavior courses as prerequisites. The following skills have been developed for teaching management skills:

- Positive Reinforcement
- Coaching
- Clarifying Communications
- Active Listening
- Interviewing
- Building Self Confidence
- Motivation
- Taking the Initiative
- Participative Planning
- Problem Solving
- Handling Conflicts
- Disciplining
- Delegating
- Accept Responsibility
- Performance Appraisal
- Goal Setting
- Terminating an Employee

Each class can be any size; a TV cable and a monitor set up in an adjoining room can handle overflow classes. However, for every 15 students a separate room with video recorder and camera, a monitor, and an assessor (trained top-notch students from previous classes make excellent assessors) are needed for the practice and feedback segments.

A user of these skills need only prepare the day before the class for the 1/2 hour lecture, as the material to present in the lecture is contained in the instructor’s manual. The lecture material is keyed to the student outline in the students’ book which has space in it for notetaking. The student outline follows the course format of What Is, Why Do Managers Need to Know How to Use It, When Do Managers Use It, and Specific Steps on How to Use It.

The course is a very effective method of teaching the active use of management skills. Students have indicated that it is by far the best course they have had in school because of its practicality and relevance. They can actually use it both at work and in their everyday life.
A side benefit of the course is that the student enhances her/his speaking ability. Being able to see oneself communicating on videotape enables the student to reduce her/his fright of speaking while improving her/his overall communication skills.

**CONCLUSION**

There has been a lack of training effectiveness documented in the literature for a number of years. (Brush, 30) Classroom performance has not been equated to managing effectively for three reasons: 1) cognitive learning alone doesn’t alter behavior, 2) unrelated case studies and role playing from a foreign environment doesn’t transfer readily to the students world, and 3) business school curriculums have stressed the recognition of management rather than the internalization of management skills. For years the business world has been echoing Mintzberg’s philosophy that “our management schools need to identify the skills managers use, select students who show potential in these skills, put the students into situations where these skills can be practiced, and give them systematic feedback on their performance”. (1975, p. 60) Skill performance is learned through both intellectual pursuits and internalization through practice. If only one of these is emphasized, performance doesn’t take place.

From the education, medical, and athletic world, a model of teaching, demonstrating, practicing, and receiving feedback has emerged. This model can be successfully applied to the teaching of management skills. Teaching cognitive learning, followed by a demonstration of the management skill on videotape instills the skill in the student’s mind. Practice with positive feedback freezes and internalizes the skill making it readily applicable to the student’s present or future working world.
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